Conference “Which bio-based reinforcements for polymers and composites?”
Wednesday 15 and Thursday 16 October 2014

SFIP and ISPA are organizing a conference focusing on bio-based reinforcements for polymer and composite materials.

The use of reinforcements in thermoplastic and thermoset matrixes is now well established and presents numerous advantages in mechanical, structural and economical terms. However, over the last decade many studies and significant advances have been made on replacing traditional reinforcements with “bio-based” reinforcements, or reinforcements originating from renewable resources.

During this conference, a variety of themes will be explored such as the sourcing of bio-based reinforcements, their properties (benefits and drawbacks compared to traditional agents, quality regularity, life-cycle…), their compatibility with the matrixes, the use of possible pre-treatments, and the optimization of their processings and applications.

All these questions will be discussed through industrial and academic talks and papers. The scientific viewpoint will be developed and balanced against industrial expectations and constraints.

Responding to this call for papers:
If you are interested in submitting a paper please send an abstract of one A4 page (maximum), fill in the document on Page 2 and send it to us by 30 April 2014.

Organization committee:
SFIP:
Alain GIOCOSA : alain.giocosa@yahoo.fr
Franck LAGOUTTE : franck.lagoutte@borealisgroup.com
Chantal SOHM : chantal.sohm@sfip-plastic.org

ISPA :
Anne BALQUET : annebalquet@ispa.asso.fr
Laurent CAURET : laurentcauret@ispa.asso.fr
Lisa DEPAGNE : lisadepagne@ispa.asso.fr
Proposal to be sent by 3 April 2014 – deadline for submission extended until 30 April

All companies selected by the organisers undertake to give the lecture on the day of the congress

COMPANY:

Speaker: Mr. Ms (delete as necessary)

- Our speakers are invited to attend free of charge on the days the papers are given, which include breaks, lunch, dinner and conference materials.
- If two speakers from the same company give the paper, only one of the two will be paid for by the organisers.
- A preparation/rehearsal meeting is organised with all the speakers about 2 months before the congress to ensure a smooth presentation.
- At your expense: transport and accommodation during the rehearsal and conference (list of the hotels provided with the programme is made available).

Address:

Title:  
Telephone:  Fax:  E-mail:  
Mobile telephone:  

Title of the paper:

Have you already given (or do you plan to give again) this paper, and if so, where and when?

Abstract: please append a page A4 to this document.

Language of the paper:

An exhibition area will be at the disposal of the companies willing to present a poster:

- Wish to present a poster:  YES  NO
- Wish to receive advertising insertion rates in the book of conferences:  YES  NO
- Other sponsoring: your budget € …

For more information, please contact: SFIP - Chantal SOHM - +33 (0)1 46 53 10 74 -

To be sent to: SFIP – Le Diamant A – 92909 PARIS LA DEFENSE CEDEX
E-mail: chantal.sohm@sfip-plastic.org
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